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Welcome to Silgo's Karaoke...
Silgo's Karaoke is a multi-
platform karaoke software
package. Our product gives you
a very easy and fast way to
create, edit, add, and manage
your karaoke events. You can
use it to manage your karaoke
events regardless of the
platform (Mac, Windows,
Android, iOS,...). Silgo's
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Karaoke is a multi-platform
karaoke software package. Our
product gives you a very easy
and fast way to create, edit,
add, and manage your karaoke
events. You can use it to
manage your karaoke events
regardless of the platform
(Mac, Windows, Android,
iOS,...). Our software creates
an easy and intuitive way to
interact with your system and
other software. How can we
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make such a good karaoke and
song database for songs' and
artists' performances in a few
days? - First: The singing
contest - There are a lot of song
contests around the world
where people can compete with
each other. To make our
database complete, we have
added every possible song that
can be sung, for all the
countries and genres. You can
now add your performances to
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the karaoke database, or to
choose songs for your next
event. You can also select the
probability of winning when
singing a song. - Second: The
database - Once the singing
contest is finished, we actually
create the database. It takes two
days maximum to create a
totally complete database for
an entire song contest (the
more people have participated,
the more songs and
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performances we create). -
Third: Testing - Now, you are
ready to start karaoke
performing. For this, we will
create a very easy playlist
builder to load your recorded
performances and songs
directly in the karaoke contest,
with the possibility to load the
name of the singer, the music,
etc. Then, each participant can
load this playlist on their
computer. - Fourth: The
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webapp - Silgo's Karaoke is
web-based application, and we
give you the possibility to
access it via a web browser on
each platform. Here, you can
view the information of the
members participating in the
karaoke contest in real time.
We will be able to prepare your
reports in Excel spreadsheet
(with statistics) directly from
the webapp. We give you the
possibility to prepare reports
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(entire, select, delete, edit, sort,
export,...) What comes at the
end of the development?

Siglos Karaoke Professional 

Silgos Karaoke is a Karaoke
program which provides you
with all the tools needed to
make your Karaoke show the
best it can be. Silgos Karaoke
has a user-friendly interface. It
is designed to make even
beginners feel right at home in
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it. Silgos Karaoke includes a
number of tools which make it
easy to manage your karaoke
event. It also includes the
possibility to select songs from
your playlists and playlists
from YouTube. Karaoke
Hosting Features: Generates
reports for your show
management. Karaoke host
may load different playlists
during the show, on the basis of
the guests list, the show itself
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or by priority. A karaoke host
may record video from
YouTube, broadcast the show
to any phone or tablet, and let
our guests vote for the best
performance of the night. Good
luck karaoke host! Features: -
Song Manager - KJ Host
Statistics - My Show Manager -
Singing Screen - Featured
Singers - KJ Song Menu - KJ
Host Event Card - KJ Editing
Tools - Video Manager - Auto-
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Translate - Video Editor - Auto-
Text - Auto Shout - KJ Graphs
- Charts - Song Search - MP3
and OGG Vorbis Encoders -
Sound Effects - Reverb -
Equalizer - Playlist Playlist
Pack - kj_add_guest_playlist -
kj_check_geetit_compatibility -
kj_change_playlist_order -
kj_remove_item_from_playlist
- kj_remove_item_from_playlis
t_all - kj_remove_playlist -
kj_remove_playlist_all -
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kj_rename_playlist -
kj_save_playlist_as -
kj_sort_playlist -
kj_update_playlist -
kj_upload_playlist -
kj_add_guest_to_playlist -
kj_add_user_to_playlist -
kj_remove_user_from_playlist
- kj_remove_item_from_playlis
t_only_for_myself - kj_remove
_playlist_all_for_myself
6a5afdab4c
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Siglos Karaoke Professional 

The creation of the program
was done with the sole
intention of helping the
karaoke hosts. Therefore, the
interface of the software is very
simple, as it is based on the
concept of "one screen to do
all". In the application, there
are 7 different views to choose
from: 1. Operator: it includes
the song list, the song itself, the
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list of available voices, the
singer info. 2. Singers Info: it
includes the song info, the
singer details, the history of
files used, etc. 3. Databases: It
includes the databases that
were imported to the program.
4. Speakers: It includes the list
of connected microphones and
speakers, the main connections,
etc. 5. Lines: It includes the list
of line groups. 6. Lyrics: It
includes the lyrics that were
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imported to the program, the
lyrics that were used in the last
session, etc. 7. Playlists: It
includes the list of playlists
imported to the program, the
playlist details, the history of
playlists, etc. All this is
possible with the use of a
single window. Once the
program is launched, it will
automatically open each view,
when you click on a tab. It is
easy to create playlists and sing
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alongs. Each file should be
taken as a separate object. For
example, to sing along with a
specific singer, you can create
the corresponding playlists.
With the use of autocue, you
can import text. You can also
import the downloaded lyrics
to the program. To create a
singer announcement screen,
you can create and save text
with the use of the document
editor. There are many skins.
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You can also set the font, color,
and the size of the texts. You
can have the songs played on
different speakers or speakers
with different mics. One of the
drawbacks of the program is
that, when you are trying to
load a song from a CD, your
entire playlist and lineup of
people that are going to sing,
will be lost. Silgos Karaoke
Professional Review: Interface
is simple, that makes it easy to
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use. Download Silgos Karaoke
Professional Reviews Write a
Review Silgos Karaoke
Professional Karaoke Hosting
Software 4.0 5 Total Ratings 5
Star 4 4 Star 0 3

What's New in the Siglos Karaoke Professional?

Silgos Karaoke Professional is
a software program that was
developed specifically in order
for karaoke hosts (KJ) to run
their shows without any type of
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issue, from their computer. The
interface of the application may
look a bit complicated in the
beginning, but seeing that it has
been developed for
professionals, it will actually be
easy to use. In the world of
karaoke, you have to work in a
multi-screen environment, and
therefore, the fact that the
program opens up several
windows on startup is actually
useful. The UI is quite modern
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and highly customizable. There
are a lot of skins to choose
from (“Black,” “Iconic
Medium,” “Iconic large” etc.),
the color of text bodies that
appear can be changed in size,
font and color, while text speed
can be controlled. Silgos
Karaoke Professional enables
you to add a singer
announcement screen. Here,
you can input the name of the
person who is about to
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perform, the title and name of
the artist, and extra text, like
“Enjoy!”. One thing that may
be considered a drawback is the
fact that if you are trying to
load a song from a CD, your
entire playlist and lineup of the
people that are going to sing,
will be lost. In case a person
wants to sing something that
you do not have in your
database, you should know that
uploading a file from YouTube
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is possible in this app. All in
all, Silgos Karaoke
Professional is a very useful
piece of software if you happen
to be a karaoke host. The
program supports a multi-
screen environment and
enables you to easily manage
playlists. You can download
Silgos Karaoke Professional
free of charge. Silgos Karaoke
ProVideo (from 640x400)
Silgos Karaoke Professional -
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TVK 2016 Silgos Karaoke
Professional Silgos Karaoke
Professional is a software
program that was developed
specifically in order for
karaoke hosts (KJ) to run their
shows without any type of
issue, from their computer. The
interface of the application may
look a bit complicated in the
beginning, but seeing that it has
been developed for
professionals, it will actually be
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easy to use. In the world of
karaoke, you have to work in a
multi-screen environment, and
therefore, the fact that the
program opens up several
windows on startup is actually
useful. The UI is quite modern
and highly customizable. There
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System Requirements:

Windows XP Mac OS X 10.6
or later 16 GB of free hard
drive space 512 MB of RAM
(1 GB or higher recommended)
1 GHz Processor (2 GHz or
higher recommended) DirectX
9.0c compatible video card
Supports 4K display output
Recommended: Windows 7
Mac OS X 10.8 or later 1 GB
of free hard drive space 2 GB
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of RAM (3 GB or higher
recommended) 1 GHz
Processor (2 GHz or higher
recommended)
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